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Abstract—The most important part in speech applications is
parameter extraction, but the existence of impulsive noise
can influence the parameter extraction dramatically. To
minimize the influence caused by the impulsive noise, this
paper proposed a new impulsive noise detection and
location method that incorporates the advantages of both
model-based and statistics-based methods. First the
Projection Statistics (PS) is calculated to detect and locate
the impulsive noise as outliers from statistics view, and then
the residual signals of speech is calculated and compared
with a pre-defined threshold to refine the raw result.
Experiments show that the proposed method is obviously
better than the model-based and statistics-based methods in
detection accuracy and location accuracy, especially in the
false alarm rate.

noise is much more obvious in residual signals than in
original signals. The drawback of the model-based
method is that it can only detect but not locate. To be
specific, it can only locate the very center of impulsive
noise which is usually 1 or 2 points. Because of this, the
double-threshold method [6] is proposed to solve this
problem, one threshold for detection and the other for
location. Model-based methods also include Warped
Linear Prediction (WLP) method [7]. WLP can model the
spectrum envelope better than LP, but is more
complicated. Anti-noise LPC estimation method which is
not limited to impulsive noise proposed sample-selective
[8] and combined sample-selective method [9] to detect
noise, and their principle is similar to the model-based
methods. To summary, the location problem is the main
problem of the model-based methods.
2005 Gandhi and Mili use statistic method to detect
and locate impulsive noise [10]. They incorporated the
Projection Statistics (PS) [11], and use the way of finding
outliers to detect and locate impulsive noise in speech.
The higher of PS value is, the more likely the point is an
outlier. The PS method has high location accuracy
because PS is calculated from original speech but not
residuals. However PS method has another problem,
which is relatively high false alarm rate.
By analyzing the defects of model-based and PS-based
methods, this paper proposed a new impulsive noise
detection and location method, which is PS-based but
incorporates the advantage of model-based method.
Experiments show that the proposed method has very low
false alarm rate and at the same time has high location
accuracy.
The paper is organized as following: Part II introduces
model-based method, Part III introduces PS method and
Part IV introduces the proposed method. Experiments are
in Part V, and conclusions are made in Part VI.
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INTRODUCTION

Impulsive noise is very harmful in speech related
applications. It usually has huge power, and can twist the
spectrum of the speech tremendously. Therefore it can
influence the speech parameter extraction greatly and
further influence the speech related applications.
For Impulsive noise detection and location, the
simplest way is the median filtering [1] and its various
improvement versions [2]-[4]. But median filtering has
two obvious drawback: first the procedure is the same to
all kinds of signals, which means no characteristic of the
signals is exploited; second the filtering window width
must be larger than double of that of the impulsive noise,
otherwise the effect is contrary. But the width of
impulsive noise is not always very short, thus the width
of filtering widow must follow, and this will limit the
filtering effect. The classical method for detecting
impulsive noise in speech is Linear Prediction (LP)
model based method [5]. First the signal is filtered by
Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPC) to obtain residuals.
LP model is the most successful model for speech
modeling, but not for noise modeling. Therefore the
residual of speech is very small and like white noise
while the residuals of speech that contains impulsive
noise remain high. Therefore it is very easy to detect
impulsive noise in residual signals since the impulsive

II.

The impulsive noisy speech can be modeled by the
following formula:

y(n)  x(n)  I (n), n  1,..., N

(1)

where y (n) is noisy speech, x(n) is clean speech, I (n)
is impulsive noise and N is the number of the points in
one frame.
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the impulsive noise thinner as Fig. 1 shows. Thus the
detection can only locate the center of impulsive noise,
but not the real range. And Even the double-threshold
method [6] does not work under such conditions.

To detect I (n) from y (n) , we have the Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) s1 is:

s1 

E( I (n) 2 )
E( x(n) 2 )

(2)

speech
amplitude

2

where E() is expectation. Notice that I (n) is the one to
be detected, so in (2) I ( n) has been put on the position of
signal.
According to LP model, x(n) can be expressed as:
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Figure 1. The residual signal and PS of impulsive noise

III.

PS-BASED METHOD

Put the noisy speech y (n) into the following matrix
form:
 h1T   y (0),..., y(1  k ) 
  

...
...  

H   hnT    y (n  1),..., y (n  k ) 
  

...  
...

 T 

(
1),...,
(
)
y
N
y
N
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 hN  

The difference of ai and aˆi can be ignored comparing
to other terms, r (n) can be rewritten as:
k

(6)

i 1

In (6) e(n) is the residual of clean speech, which is
small and like white noise, so I (n) is the dominant term.
Detect I (n) from r (n) the SNR s2 is:

E( I (n) 2 )
E(e(n) 2 )

0

samples

r (n)   (ai  aˆi ) x(n  i)  e(n)  I (n)   aˆi I (n  i) (5)

r (n)  e(n)  I (n)   aˆi I (n  i)
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Use the estimate of LPC aˆi to filter y (n) , the residual
of noisy speech r (n) is:
k
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where ai are LPC, k is prediction order, e(n) is residual
signal of speech.
So (1) can be rewritten as:

where hn  [ y(n  1),..., y(n  k )]T , k is the dimension of

hn .
The Project Statistic [11] is calculated as following:

(7)
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(8)

Compare detecting I (n) from r (n) and detecting
I (n) from y (n) the improvement in SNR is

E( x(n)2 ) E(e(n)2 ) . The improvement is substantial
because the amplitude of x(n) is usually much higher
than that of e(n) .
The threshold for detecting I (n) from r (n) is defined
as K  e [3],  e is a robust estimate of residual signal
power. The robust estimate is obtained from the median
of residual signals. K is an adjust factor which reflect a
tradeoff between the hit rate and the false alarm rate. K
remains unchanged once determined while  e is
calculated for every speech frame.
Detecting impulsive noise from residual signal can
improve the accuracy a lot, but at the same time it brings
one fatal drawback. The method cannot locate the whole
impulsive noise but only a few points in the center, even
one point sometimes. The reason is that the LPC inverse
filtering can blur the border of impulsive noise and makes
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0

residual signal

k

s2 

0

where vl  hl  med Nj 1 (h j ) is the direction vector of hl to
the center of points, med Nj1 () is median operation, s is a
constant.
For every point hn , project it to N directions from v1
to vN . For one direction vl calculate the distance of the
projection of hn to the center of all projections in the
direction projected by all points. The distance is
normalized using the median absolute deviation of all
projections in the direction vl . Finally find the maximum
of all distances of hn in all directions as the distance
measure of hn and the center of all points, and determine
whether hn is an outlier in the sample cluster. And the
maximum of all distances of hn is the PS of hn .
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speech

If y (n) is contaminated by impulsive noise, y (n) must
be an outlier in the signal sequences, and furthermore if
some points from y(n  k ) to y(n  1) are contaminated

amplitude

0.5

by impulsive noise, hn must be an outlier in its own
space. Thus if hn is detected as an outlier, it means the
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Figure 2. The residual signal and PS of speech transitions

But voiced speech and impulsive noise are different in
nature. The most essential difference is that speech can be
perfectly modeled by LP model, while impulsive noise
cannot. The residual of speech is white-noise-like signals
with low amplitude after LPC inverse filtering, while the
residual of speech that contains impulsive noise,
especially the center, can hardly be influenced by LPC
inverse filtering, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition
experiments results show that even the LPC is extracted
from the noisy speech, the residual of speech is still
white-noise-like. Based on these features, this paper
proposed the improved PS method as following:
 Calculate the PS of the original noisy speech;
 Use PS method to detect impulsive noise from the
noisy speech and locate the raw impulsive noise
sections;
 Use traditional LPC extraction method to extract
LPC from the noisy speech;
 Use the LPC to inverse filter the noisy speech and
obtain the residuals;
 Compare the residuals with a pre-defined residual
threshold;
 In the raw impulsive noise sections, if there are
residual signals that are larger than the threshold,
the section is confirmed as impulsive noise section,
and if not, the section is determined as false alarm
noise section and is removed.

(10)

function of chi-square distribution with degree of k.
Since PS is calculated by original speech signal, the PS
method can locate the border of impulsive noise
accurately. As Fig. 1 shows, the PS of impulsive noise is
obviously wider than the residuals of impulsive noise.
IMPROVED PS METHOD

Since it is known that the PS method is much better
than the model-based method in location accuracy, the
improved method the paper proposed is based on PS
method.
Experiments show that the PS method has a
disadvantage of high false alarm. By observing the
speech signals that are detected as impulsive noise by PS,
it is found that the error usually occurs in the transition
periods of voiced speech and unvoiced speech. The
amplitude of voiced speech is usually higher than that of
unvoiced speech, and if the amplitude difference is high
enough, the PS method will misjudge the voiced as
impulsive noise, as shown in Fig. 2.
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where FX12 , k () is the inverse of cumulative distribution

IV.

150

PS

1
 (h j ) .
N j 1
PS use sample median to replace sample mean and
median absolute deviation to replace deviation, which
makes PS a very robust statistics comparing to MD.
Because as long as the number of outliers doesn’t exceed
50% of the total samples, the sample median and median
absolute deviation will not be influenced.
Under the condition of hn follow normal distribution,
and number of samples is more than five times of sample
dimension, which is easy to fulfill for speech, the squares
of PS follow roughly chi-square distribution with degree
of k [13]. So if the outlier detection threshold is 97.5%,
the detection condition is:

PSn  FX1 , k (0.975)

100

0
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N
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points from y(n  k ) to y(n  1) contain impulsive noise.
The dimension k will not be too big, so the border will
not be too wide.
PS is a statistics evolved from Mahalanobis Distance
(MD) [12]. In 1982 Stahel and Donoho proved that MD
can be calculated from the following formula [13]:
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Figure 3. The flowchart of proposed method

The proposed method is based on PS method because
of its high location accuracy. The residual signals are
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used to refine the raw results because it is much easier to
detect impulsive noise from them than the original signals.
It takes the advantage of substantial improvement of SNR
from model-based method and the advantage of location
accuracy from PS method. As Fig. 3 shows, the improved
PS method can be seen as “double-detection”. The part in
dotted line is PS method, and the part in dash dotted line
is model-based method.
There are two ways to determine the residual threshold.
In [5], K  e is used. In this paper, we proposed another
way to determine the threshold, which is K ymax , where
ymax is the maximum of the given speech frame

[ y(1),..., y(n),..., y( N )] . If speech is clean, the residual of
each speech sample is e(n) , ymax  max( x(n)) , the ratio
of residual to ymax is e(n) max( x(n)) , which is close to 0
since x(n) e(n) . But if the speech frame is polluted by
noise, the dominant term of residual signal is I (n) ,
ymax  max( x(n)  I (n)) , the ratio of residual to ymax for
clean speech sample is e(n) max( x(n)  I (n)) and for
noisy speech sample is close to I (n) max( x(n)  I (n)) .
Due to the fact that I (n)  x(n) e(n) , the former is
close to 0, while the latter is close to 1. In one word, for
speech sample, the ratio of residual to ymax is close to 0
while for noisy speech sample, this value is close to 1.
Therefore K ymax method can detect impulsive noise in
residual signal much easier. K is the factor that
compromises between hit rate and false alarm rate.
V.

TABLE I.
Dimension
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

THE ACCURACY OF PS METHOD
Average number of misjudged frames
False alarm
Miss
17.6
0
15.2
0.2
13.8
0.6
12.2
0.8
10.6
1
9.8
1.4
9.8
1.4
8.6
1.6

Due to the huge power of impulsive noise and the bad
consequence it will bring to speech, we tend to decrease
the miss rate as small as possible. So the improved PS
method set the dimension of hn as 3. Using the same
outlier detection threshold 97.5%, the improved PS
method that uses K ymax residual determination method
is tested with different K values. K values also influence
the tradeoff between false alarm rate and miss rate. The
results are shown in Table II.
TABLE II. THE ACCURACY OF IMPROVED PS METHOD ( K y
K
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. Test Sequences
The paper use the impulsive noise in [10] as the noise
template, add it into five clean speech and generate five
impulsive noisy speech, which are Back, Mix1, Mix2,
Back_4, Mix1_4. Back is the test sentence in [10].
Back_4 is such a version of Back that the amplitude of
clean speech is amplified four times, and the same
operation is applied to Mix1_4. Mix1 is women’s speech
and Back and Mix2 are men’s speech.
The five sentences are equal length with 8 KHz
sampling. There are total 38 frames, and each frame
contains 240 samples, and among them 12 frames contain
impulsive noise.

max

)

Average number of misjudged frames
False alarm
Miss
8
0
6.2
0
3
0
2.4
0.2
1.2
0.2
0.8
0.2

It can be seen that the improved PS method decreased
the false alarm rate greatly, especially when K is close to
1. And the miss rates are all very small too. Obviously the
proposed method is far better than PS method.
Using the same outlier detection threshold and the
same dimension, the improved PS method that uses
K  e residual determination method is then tested with
different K values. As in K ymax method, K values in

K  e method also influence the tradeoff between false
alarm rate and miss rate. The results are shown in Table
III.

B. Accuracy of Different Detection Methods
Since the location problem in model-based method is
very serious, only PS method and the proposed improved
PS method are compared.
First PS method is tested. The outlier detection
threshold is set at 97.5%, and this parameter do not
change. The dimension of hn can influence the
performance of PS method and it reflects the tradeoff
between false alarm rate and miss rate. The results of PS
method with different dimensions are shown in Table I.
It can be seen that for different dimensions from 3 to
10, the false alarm rates are all very high. Even for
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dimension 10, the smallest in false alarm rate, its false
alarm rate is unbearable. These false alarms often happen
in the transitions between voiced and unvoiced. If the
amplitude of voiced is much higher than the unvoiced,
the voiced will be detected as impulsive noise by PS
method.

TABLE III. THE ACCURACY OF IMPROVED PS METHOD ( K  )
e
K
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
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Average number of misjudged frames
False alarm
Miss
13.4
0
4.2
0
1.2
0.4
0.8
0.6
0.8
1.6
0.8
2.2
0.6
3.6
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It can be seen that the improved PS method with K  e
threshold decreased the false alarm rate greatly too.
Overall, the improved PS method, no matter which way
the residual threshold is determined, is far better than the
PS method.
Besides, the K ymax residual determination method is

[7]

[8]

better than K  e method for the improved PS method.
Because for the same miss rate, the false alarm rate of
K  e method is higher than that of K ymax method and

[9]

for the same false alarm rate, the miss rate of K  e is

[10]

also higher than that of K ymax method.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

[11]

The paper first analyzed the harm of impulsive noise to
speech related applications. The power of impulsive noise
is huge and it can twist the spectrum of speech
tremendously, which will influence the parameter
extraction greatly and further influence speech related
applications. And second the paper analyzed the modelbased and PS-based impulsive noise detection methods,
and pointed out the defects of both methods. Based on
this analysis, this paper proposed a new impulsive noise
detection method that takes advantage of both modelbased and PS-based methods. The PS method is used to
calculate the raw detection results and the residuals are
used to refine the results. Besides a new threshold
determination method is proposed in this paper.
Experiments show that the proposed method is obviously
better than model-based method and PS method in
location accuracy and detection accuracy, especially in
the false alarm rate.
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